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DERIVED FROM THE RICCI FLOW
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Abstract. Given K2, with a "good" complete metric, we show that the unique

solution of the Ricci flow approaches a soliton at time infinity. Solitons are

solutions of the Ricci flow, which move only by diffeomorphism. The Ricci

flow on R2 is the limiting case of the porous medium equation when m is

zero. The results in the Ricci flow may therefore be interpreted as sufficient

conditions on the initial data, which guarantee that the corresponding unique

solution for the porous medium equation on the entire plane asymptotically

behaves like a "soliton-solution".

On R2, any metric can be expressed as ds2 — e"(dx2 + dy2), where {x, y}

are rectangular coordinates on R2. Let R be the scalar curvature, then the

so-called Ricci flow on R2 is

(*0) ^-ds2 = -Rds2,
v    ; dt

which may also be expressed as

(* 1 ) — u = e~uAu,    where A = dl + d2.
dt y

The porous medium equation is defined as

(*2) ^-v=Avm,
ox

where 0 < m < oo,  and v is a function on R2 . If we let t = t/m, then (*2)

can be expressed as

d        A(vm-\)
-T^V = —--.

dt m

The limiting case of the porous medium equation as m —» 0 [PME (m — 0)]

is therefore

(*3) — v = Alnw.
v    ; dt

In dimension 1, the PME (m = 0) with initial data v £ Lx has been studied

by [ERV, Hl, H2, V].
We are grateful to Sigurd B. Angenent for pointing out the following obser-

vation reflected in [W2, Appendix].
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Proposition [Angenent]. On R2, if we let v = eu, then the limiting case of the

porous medium equation as m-»0  (*3) ¿s equivalent to the Ricci flow (* 1).

On a complete (R2, ds2) we may define:

(a) the circumference at infinity to be

C^ds2) = supinf{L(dZ>2)|V compact set K c R2, V open set D2 d K}
K   £>2

where L(dD2) is the length of dD2 with respect to the metric ds2 ;
(b) the aperture to be

... 2.       1   ..     L(dBr)
A(ds¿) = — hm —- ,

v     ;     lit r-oo      r

where Br is a geodesic ball at any given point on R2 with radius r.

A gradient soliton is a solution of the Ricci flow, which moves only by

diffeomorphism and there exists a function / such that f-tg¡j = Lvjgij, where

Lv/ is the Lie derivative in the direction of the gradient f. There are two

types of gradient solitons on R2 . Namely, the flat soliton (C^ = oo, A = 1)

and the cigar soliton (C» < oo, A = 0). The flat soliton is the standard

flat metric on R2. The cigar soliton is a metric, which can be expressed as

ds2 = (du2 + dv2)/(\ + u2 + v2), where {u,v} are rectangular coordinates

on R2. The cigar solitons are the so-called Barenblatt solutions in the field of

the porous medium equations.

The Ricci flow and the soliton phenomenon gave a new proof for the uni-

formization theorem on compact surfaces and orbifolds without boundary ([C,

Hal, W2, CW]). Understanding the solitons may provide insights toward study-

ing the Ricci flow on higher-dimensional Kahler manifolds. For an announce-

ment of related work, see [Shi]. As a step towards further studying the soli-

ton phenomenon on higher-dimensional Kahler manifolds, Richard Hamilton

raised the following question:

Question. On what manifolds do solutions to the Ricci flow asymptotically ap-

proach nontrivial solitons?

One of the simplest spaces is R2 with complete metric. We say that the

Ricci flow on R2 has weak modified convergence at time infinity if there exists

a 1 -parameter family of diffeomorphisms {<M*e[0,oo) on ^2 such that for any

sequence of times going to infinity there is a subsequence of times {i;}^o anc*

the modified metric ds2((j>tj(- ), tj) converges uniformly on every compact set

as j —> oo. We will now state our results concerning the Ricci flow.

Main Theorem (Ricci flow [W2]). Given a complete (R2, ds2(0)) with \R\ < C

and \Du\ < C at t = 0, the Ricci flow has weak modified convergence at time
infinity to a limiting metric. In the case when R > 0 at t = 0, the limiting

metric is a cigar soliton if Coo(ds2(0)) < oo, or aflat metric if A(ds2(0)) > 0.

In the process of proving the main theorem we have the following lemmas.

Let R denote the scalar curvature and i?_ = max{-R, 0}.

Lemma 1 (Ricci flow) (Long time existence). Given a complete (R2, ds2) with

\R\ < C and \Du\ < C at t = 0, under the Ricci flow (* 1), the solution of the
flow exists for infinite time.
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Lemma 2 (Ricci flow). Given a complete (R2, ds2) with \R\ < C, /R2 R-dp <

oo, |£>m| < C, and C^ > 0 at t = 0, under the Ricci flow (*1), we have the

following:

1. (Uniqueness) The solution of the flow is unique.

2. (Geometric Properties) C^, A(g¡j), and JR2Rdp < oo are constants

under the flow.

Lemma 3 (Ricci flow). Given a complete (R2, ds2) with 0 < R < C and

\Du\ <C at r = 0. Then, under the Ricci flow (*l), limi^00£"(*'>''') converges

uniformly on every compact set and lim^oo eu(-x 'y •t] is either identically zero or

positive everywhere. If lim^_oo^"'JC',',^ >0 then limt^00eu<-x'y,t\dx2 + dy2)

induces a metric on R2 with curvature identically zero.

Nevertheless, it is possible to choose a 1-parameter family of diffeomor-

phisms to get weak modified convergence. To see why modifying the solution by

diffeomorphism is needed, we will illustrate the following example.

Example 2.2. Given a cigar soliton (or one of the Barenblatt solutions) ds2(0) =

(dx2 + dy2)l(\ + x2 + y2) on R2, it is easy to compute that the solution of the

Ricci flow with initial data ds2(0) is ds2(t) = (dx2 + dy2)/(e4t + x2 + y2).

Then eu<-x'y,tS> = I/(e4t + x2 + y2) goes to zero as time approaches infinity;

therefore, we cannot claim that \imt^oceu(x'y't"> yields a metric on R2.

Nevertheless, if we let diffeomorphism 4>t(A, B) = (e2'A, e2tB) — (x, y),
then

ds2(x ,y,t) = ds2(<pt(A ,B),t)= f^t+g22-

Let ds*(A,B,t) = ds2(<pt(A,B),t) and e" = 1/(1 + A2 + B2). Then e» is
stationary in time.

Note that the Ricci flow on other complete noncompact surfaces is also dis-

cussed in [W2].
Now we will list the corresponding relations between the function v and

the geometric properties. If {r, 6} are polar coordinates on R2, then ds2 =

v(dr2 + r2dd2) and

/•OO

(*4) (R2, ds2) is complete =>- v > 0 and   /    vx/2(d, r) dr = oo
Jr=0

VO < 8 < 2n,

(*5) \R\ < C
Alnv

v
<C,

(*5') 0<R<C^O<-^^<C,
v     ~

(*6) \Du\ <C ^^\(v¡ + v2)/v3\<C2;

(*7) IR_dß<C <^> I max{-A~lnv,0} dxdy<C,
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(*8) C00= lim [rvx/2dd>0^v i Lx,
r^ooj

f rvxl2de
(*9) A(ds2) = lim J.   ,. "    > 0.

r^oo J vx'2dr

The relations (*5), (*6), and (*8) follow from

(**5) R = -e-"A~u = -A1
v

(**6) u = lnv   and   |Z)«|2 =
1   <Vx,Vy>       <Vx,Vy>

V V

= 00.(**8) ívdxdy= Í eu dx dy

We say that the PME (m = 0) on R2 has weak modified convergence at

time infinity if there exists a 1-parameter family of reparametrizations

{<Mí€[0,oo) on H^2 sucn that for any sequence of times going to infinity there

is a subsequence of times {(/}yîn an<* the modified solution v(<f>tj(' ), tj) con-

verges uniformly to a positive function on every compact set as j —> oo . Then

we have

Main Theorem* [PME (m — 0)]. On R2, let the positive function v satisfy

(*4), (*5), and (*6) at t = 0. Then, under the PME (m = 0), íAe solution
v(x, t) of PME (m = 0) with v(x, 0) = i>(x) has weak modified convergence at

time infinity to a limiting positive function v^ satisfying (*4). In the case when

(*5') alsoholdsat t = 0, v^ is one of the Barenblatt solutions if Coo(v(- , 0)) <

oo, or a constant if A(v( • , 0)) > 0.

Lemma *1 [PME (m = 0)] (Long time existence). 0« R2, if the positive func-

tion v satisfies (*4), (*5), a«tí? (*6) ai í = 0, then, under the PME (m — 0),

the solution v(x, t) of PME (m = 0) with v(x, 0) = v(x) exists for infinite

time.

Lemma *2 (PME (m = 0)). On R2, if the positive function v satisfies (*4), (*5),

(*6), (*7), and (*8) ai t = 0, ifo>«, ««o'er i/ze PAffi (m = 0), we have the fol-
lowing:

1. (Uniqueness) The solution of the flow is unique.

2. (Geometric Properties) C^, A(ds2), and JR2Rdp < oo are constants

under the flow.

Lemma *3 (PME (m = 0)). On R2, if the positive function v satisfies (*4),

(*5'), and (*6) at t = 0, then, under the PME (m — 0), lim,_oot;(jc, y, t)
converges uniformly on every compact set and limi_00t;(x, y, t) is either
identically zero or positive everywhere. If lim,^00v(x, y, t) > 0 then

\imt^00v(x, y, t)(dx2 + dy2) induces a metric on R2 with curvature identi-

cally zero, in particular, lim,^oo v(x, y, t) is a constant.

Note that there is still a large class of Riemannian structures with Coo = oo

and A — 0, which our method fails to classify the limit.

Sketch of the proof. The evolution equation of h = R + \Du\2 provides the

infinite time existence and uniform bounds for \Du\,  \Dku\, R, and \DkR\
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for all k > 1 after a short time. Finite total curvature and Coo > 0 imply that

the curvature decays to zero at distance infinity. This yields that Coo , A(ds2),

and J Rdp are preserved under the flow. Furthermore, the solution of the flow

is unique and the injectivity radius i(M) decays at most exponentially.

The positivity of the curvature of an initial metric provides pointwise con-

vergence of the function e" at time infinity. The uniform bounds on \Dmu\

imply lim^oo eu is a smooth function and is either identically zero or positive

everywhere. In the case, when limi_00 e" > 0, the limiting solution is a flat

metric.
We also may choose a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms cf>, : R2 —► R2

such that there exists a sequence of times {tj}JL0 and limt^(Xds2((f)tj(-), t¡)

converges uniformly on every compact set. If R > 0 at t = 0 and Coo(ds2(0)) <

oo, then some integral bound classifies lim,^oo ds2(<f>tj (•), tj) as a cigar soliton

with circumference no bigger than Coo(ds2(0)) < oo. If R > 0 at t = 0 and

A(ds2(0)) > 0, then the Harnack's inequality classifies limí_00o'52(c!)íj(-)> tj)
as a flat metric.
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